Fort McCoy CYS School Age Center

2020 SUMMER CAMP
Weekly Themes
JUNE 8 - 12

JUNE 15 - 19

Expedition Read

Around the World

JUNE 22 - 26

To Infinity and Beyond

A good book has the ability to transport
the reader through time and space without
leaving the comfort of home. During this
week, we will be able explore different worlds
through stories, and create art projects and
snacks from the different books we read. This
will also be the kick off to our summer reading
competition so grab your favorite book and
let the adventure begin!

Hello! Hola! Ni Hao! Shalom! Hallo! Each
day we will travel to a different continent to
experience cuisine, celebrations, customs,
and artwork belonging to that region. We
will explore the African Safari, celebrate the
Chinese Dragon Festival, admire the beauty of
Renaissance paintings, trek into the Australian
Outback, and travel through the Rainforest!

Mission Log Number 35: It has been two
weeks since landing on this unidentified
planet. So far there is no sign of civilization.
We continue to hold out hope that fresh water
will yield signs of life…Join us this week as
we reach for the stars! From building our
own rockets and training like astronauts to
creating our own aliens, this week will
be out of this world!

JUNE 29 - JULY 3

JULY 6 - 10

JULY 13 - 17

Happy Birthday, USA

Spy School

Chopped

Hop, skip, and run for summer fun! Red,
white, and blue has just begun! Come
celebrate the birth of our Nation with games,
patriotic creations, and a good,
old-fashioned barbeque!

Your mission, if you choose to accept it will
be to complete spy school. Learn the art of
disguise, crack secret codes, and work as a
team to make it through a series of escape
room scenarios. By the end of the week,
James Bond will be calling you to help
on his next assignment!

Chop, mince and sauté your way through
the week. Can you make a savory dish using
gummy worms or a dessert that includes
hot sauce? This week we will participate
in friendly competitions including mystery
foods, learn cooking techniques, and enjoy
some mouthwatering treats! Will your dish
end up on the “chopping block”?

JULY 20 - 24

JULY 27 - AUGUST 31

AUGUST 3 - 7

Christmas in July

Jingle bells in July? Why not?! All the
Christmas cheer without the visits from
Jack Frost! Enjoy a week full of Christmas
crafts, games, and even a gingerbread house
decorating contest. We’re going to have
a jolly good time!

Shipwrecked

Disaster Zone

Shipwrecked-Man Overboard! This week we’ll
be diving deep into the oceans to explore all
the creatures who call its salty depths home!
Together we will learn how to survive a shark
attack and cook something tropical. We will
also explore ways to survive a shipwreck, learn
all about island life, and sail our way through
Pirate Pete’s treasure map!

Sound the alarms! Take shelter this week
while we learn all about natural disasters that
happen from coast to coast! From tornadoes
and hurricanes to earthquakes and floods,
we’ll be learning about these acts of nature
and recreating them in a safe environment.
This week will be a WHIRLWIND of fun!

AUGUST 10 - 14

AUGUST 17 - 21

AUGUST 24 - 28

Walk of Fame

The Frozen Tundra

Blast from the Past

Walk into the spot light or down the red
carpet. This week you can crack a couple
jokes, sing a show stopper, or dance your way
to the top at the annual talent show! Everyone
will also have the opportunity to become
rising stars as we write and direct movies or
star in trailers for our own motion pictures.

Screech owl, arctic fox, black bears, oh my!
Below zero or not, discovering animals and
environments are sure to be a hit. During this
week, we will experience how animals and
people have adapted to life in the Arctic and
the amazing transformations that take place
during the sunlit summer. We will also bring
a bit of snow to the summer with some cold
weather science experiments.

Minecraft! LEGOs! Coding! This week has
it all. Start your world from the ground up;
whether you decide to complete building
challenges using Legos and K’nex or create a
world from scratch on Minecraft, this week
has something for everyone!

For more information, please call 608-388-4373

